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Abstract: Computational thinking (CT) is in the midst of an ongoing debate about its scope and
definitions. There is a trend away from a “traditional” computer science-inspired agenda towards
a focus on universal competences for today’s labor market. However—and this is the motivation
behind the research—the shift described is just an unconscious attempt to reveal the immanent
nature of CT as an evolving semiotic phenomenon. The aim of this study is to explore directions and
perspectives for the further development of CT and related methodological design approaches. As a
research strategy, this article utilizes a case study on the presented set of resources dedicated to CT
early education and reveals it in terms of multimodal discourse analysis. As a result, a landscape
of future CT trends is presented, uncovering CT from a multimodal semiotic perspective. This
article discusses various issues related to CT and its multimodal semiotics nature, perspectives on
the design of CT-related resources and additional educational issues such as the perspectives on
instructional approaches for CT teaching. We conclude that CT as a social phenomenon is in the
process of an evolutionary transformation of its constitutive structure in the direction of further
revealing its agentive semiotic nature.

Keywords: Computational thinking; educational policy; early education; multimodal semiotics;
futures studies; sustainability issues

1. Introduction

Computational thinking (CT) is a transdisciplinary phenomenon having a great impact
on the contemporary educational agenda. Starting with the claim of an improved educa-
tional methodology, it has evolved into a system of theoretical foundations and practical
prerequisites for a holistic approach to educational transformations. These transforma-
tions took place within a further refinement of the direction of educational methodologies
aimed at personal development issues from the moment of birth and moving towards the
identification of a spectrum of activities for the acquisition of professional skills and their
corresponding advanced competences. In addition, this system of transformations aims at a
socially oriented agenda. All of this allows for the outlining of the modern understanding of
the CT phenomenon as a holistic socio-methodological concept, combining communicative
and methodological approaches.

CT methodological approaches, as historically established, focus primarily on the
development of skills and competences. We can talk about an inward direction (directly
towards the learner) of the development of his or her cognitive abilities and digital and other
competences. Communicative approaches, on the other hand, are directed outwards to the
surrounding social environment in order to guide and sustain the social transformation
associated with an educational process. Based on this, the modern CT landscape brings
together educational approaches, methodologies and communities grounded in different
understandings and implementations of CT and its agenda. Furthermore, the broader
introduction of CT into the educational landscape has enabled the development and
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promotion of a new understanding of already existing educational paradigms such as
family literacy [1,2], science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) [3–5] or
contest-based learning [6] and claims for supporting the emergence of new educational
approaches and methodologies such as the Maker movement [7] and the “public science” [8]
agenda. However, derived from its technical background, we observe that CT still retains
its “traditional” developmental tendency [9,10], leaving its role in and impact on cultural
and related societal transformations underestimated.

In general, CT remains closely tied to its technical past, which leads to the persistence
of the “traditional” understanding of CT as closely related to computer science or coding
education with variations of this topic [11]. However, its role in cultural and societal
transformations remains largely underestimated. The above considerations determine the
motivation for this research—to explore the possibilities for the further understanding
of CT-mediated societal transformations. Our interest, beyond the theoretical aspects,
lies in the practical dimension of designing CT-related heterogeneous entities, such as,
for example, a set of solutions for early development and education. We understand the
practical dimension, as mentioned above, as part of a holistic methodological, cultural and
social agenda that deals with a series of complex educational, cognitive, cultural, societal
and technical problems, that is transformed into a heterogeneous network that combines
human and non-human and material and non-material entities into one integrity. The aim
of this study is to explore directions and perspectives for the further development of the
CT phenomenon related to approaches to its methodological and communicative design.

Our research strategy is a mixed-methods study that includes an analytical study and
experimental research in the form of a case study. The main characteristics of a case are [12]:
(a) it has to be a self-sufficient entity; and (b) it has to have clear boundaries. The case we
examine is related to a public educational institution, a public libraries association, and is
limited to the area of early development and education. This enables the following research
questions to be formulated: (R1) How is the CT phenomenon, represented by the storyline
of early literacy and early childhood education, conceptualized through the medium of
a public institution, namely the association of public libraries? (R2) What are the main
directions of the development of the CT phenomenon, considering it as a multimodal
semiotic resource?

With regard to environmental and sustainability issues, CT and its related educational
activities make significant contributions to the topic of social, economic and environmental
sustainability. For example, the introduction of sustainability issues expands STEM-related
educational programs through a series of relevant and engaging learning activities [13,14].
The Maker movement, enabled and supported by digitalization and CT, is actually based
on technological advancements such as “long-tail” marketing [15] and redistributed manu-
facturing methods [16]. This introduces a number of opportunities, leading to a new social
environment of responsible citizens, combined with increased flexibility with respect to the
environmental impact of production and the circular economy [17,18]. At the same time,
this enhances environmental resilience to future trends, such as irreversible climate change
and the increasing globalization of supply chains [16]. As a consequence, CT can be seen as
a precondition for a professional competence on sustainability [19], connecting the Maker
movement, CT and STEM to professional and educational environmental issues.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In the next section we describe the concepts
that we believe are most relevant to CT-driven societal transformations, namely the concept
of a complex socio-technical system, the meaning of “societal concept” and the concept of a
heterogeneous network in its dynamics and transformations. This provides the theoretical
framework for the study, its methodological part and its content. What follows is a com-
prehensive theoretical introduction to the methods used. In general, we consider the topic
and the approach implemented in this study to be innovative. This study is based on a
combination of theoretical research and practical “experiments” in the form of an insight
into one practical example of a CT artifact related to early development and education.
In this regard, we are looking for methodological invariants that can be seen as a kind of
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“methodological driver” of the emerging CT reconstruction. We continue with the section
on the methods used for this study.

The next part of the paper presents a study of a sample CT resource. It focuses on a
comprehensive examination of one illustrative case that provides room for insight based
on the theoretical and methodological considerations developed. This part begins with
a descriptive section on the results, focusing on the case description and corresponding
analytical insight. This is followed by a detailed discussion of the prospects of the phe-
nomenon in terms of its conceptual understanding, which presents the developmental
trends in the form of the CT phenomenon development matrix. We conclude with a section
on the prospects for CT, which is considered as an emerging semiotic phenomenon.

2. Background
2.1. Moving beyond the Digital Agenda

The theoretical background of this study integrates a number of well-grounded meth-
ods to develop a holistic approach to the study of such a complex phenomenon as CT. These
relate to (1) semiotics and semiosis, (2) design theory, which draws on the considerations
of actor-network theory (ANT) and (3) futures studies. As can be seen from the previous
section, in formulating a new agenda for CT, we draw on an extensive range of meanings,
such as those of system, concept, societal transformations and heterogeneous networks.
However, the internal structure, the definition of what CT is (with which all research CT
topics usually begin) is left out. The reasons for this are that (1) we focus our research efforts
on the phenomenon of CT; as such, we consider the sociogenic features it mediates most
important to study, and (2) we seek to study the phenomenon in its dynamics, assuming
that CT is in the process of emerging transformations, thus leaving its internal structure (its
models or definitions, as understood in its “traditional” meaning) out of the picture at this
stage of the research.

We first explore the possibility of considering the phenomenon of CT from a so-
ciotechnical perspective. Can one consider CT as an example of a complex sociotechnical
system [20] and what are the principles of designing of its entities? Firstly, CT includes
cognitive aspects, as it aims at the cognitive development of learners, so cognitive and
related human problems are important to consider. Further, it is interdisciplinary, as it
requires the incorporation of social, political and economic issues into its framework. This
is particularly evident when observing CT-mediated institutions such as STEM and the
Maker Movement [5,21,22]. Finally, computing, programming and related technical aspects
are important for CT [23]. Computational approaches have traditionally been based on
the notion of computing, computer science and related issues of predominantly technical
origin. In order to design such a complex social domain, it is necessary to “distinguish
important features that contribute to a domain’s overall complexity” [24] and to apply
this to CT. However, the difficulty with this “straightforward” approach is that CT as a
phenomenon encompasses methodological, social, technical and political planes. Moreover,
it combines tangible and intangible and human and non-human entities into a single whole,
which requires more comprehensive approaches to its design.

Sociotechnical design approaches, on the other hand, claim a pragmatic nature and
transformative systemic change [24,25], which is a major challenge for CT designers. The so-
lution is to move from systemic design approaches to a vision of “incremental change” [24],
moving beyond an artifact-centric design philosophy to design the “landscape” of the kind
of “socioecological” system that the CT phenomenon represents, while paying attention to
social, cultural and political issues as well as assessing the complex social interdependen-
cies [24] that CT mediates.

The meaning of “concept” brings us to a semiotic understanding of CT. Generally
speaking, employing the pragmatist stance of semiotics [26], CT is seen as a “signifying”
phenomenon representing a complex, multimodal “object”, namely the set of multimodal
resources to which CT refers. The “interpreting agent” is human (student, educator, politi-
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cian, education stakeholder, etc.) or non-human (software, methodology, digital profile,
network, etc.), which makes the interpretive process complex and interesting to study.

When developing the CT design framework, one can consider CT as a representative
of the family of “cognitive artefacts” [27], a kind of mental enhancer, considering its
design principles [28]. However, CT has a number of specific features of its own, such as
“intangibility”, it is more of a concept than an “entity” and it is a “mediating” artifact (at
least in our interpretation), so the design principles associated with cognitive artifacts need
to be further adapted. These ideas move us towards an understanding of design practices
based on ANT perspectives [29] as applied to CT. This perspective allows us to position
CT as an “assemblage”, answering further questions about its design practices. In general,
two design paradigms can be mentioned. The first, positivist, is based on the work of
Simon [30], which argues for systematic approaches to design, and the other, pragmatic,
is constructivist, which leads to a kind of “bricolage” approach to design [31]. The latter,
a constructionist [32] vision, gives us an idea of how to consider the aspects of designing
CT: we should design it from “materials” and “blanks” that are available and “at hand
regardless of the digital/non-digital aware of critical pedagogy, not to be seduced by the
technological determinist discourse and to increase agency for all involved” [31].

The meaning of “network” further refers to a number of considerations related to ANT
and its design applications [29,31]. In line with all this, the following program could be
implemented in the design of a CT:

1. What is this specific “script” inscribed into CT? Since we deny the claim of universality,
such a process of “scripting” depends on discourse and should develop, as is usual
for pragmatist activity, through a kind of anthropological insight, understood as
broadening the perspectives of “applied ethnography” [33] and as a penetration into
a field of artificiality.

2. What is the affordance of CT (on the meaning and discussion of the term “affordances”
as applied to semiotics and education see, for example, [34])? This question is ad-
dressed from an extended socio-cultural perspective. Such extension aims: (a) to
highlight “perceptions” (Norman, 1999 as cited in [29]) in relation to educational
methodology, namely, how perceived affordances per se are relevant to “everyday”
pedagogical practice occurring in the CT landscape; (b) to further relate to a revision
of the “ecological” approach to visual perception [35], conditioning affordances on
culturally dependent functional significance (Helf, 1989 as cited in [29]). This is an
important shift, as it provides us with a link from the cultural to the social, bringing us
to the questions of post-digital values and cultural impact on societal attitudes toward
technology and digitalization [36]; and (c) at the same time, this extended view of
affordances links us to the meaning of (ecological) semiotics [37], as will be shown
later. Namely, understanding the semiotic features of CT leads us to the conceptual
understanding of the prospects of the CT phenomenon. Where is the physical in
CT? Could “ecological perception” “assist” to solve the problem of signifier-signified
dualism for such an “abstract” entity as CT? In practice, this means instead of focusing
on “hidden” meanings and searching for “deep” concepts, one should focus on a
“pragmatic approach to semantics” [37] and on highlighting the practical affordances
that CT offers the interpretant in a broader sense. It is important to note that this
“perception of affordances” is culturally dependent, therefore “refining” this related
cultural discourse is another challenge for “proper” CT design.

3. What is the mediating role of CT? According to classical ANT definitions, “a mediator
can transform, translate, distort and modify meaning” (Latour 2005 as cited in [29]).
In relation to semiotic focus, we could be practically interested in the transformational
and transductive potential of CT, seen as a multimodal semiotic resource [38] and
taking into account its contingent behavior.

4. How are the sociogenic features of CT imposed? What is delegated and what is
prescribed back? Here we look at CT as a non-human agent or mediator, unravelling
its inherent roles and impacts on network actants.
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Further emphasizing the semiotic nature of CT as related to educational applications,
it is important to highlight the role of “epistemic controversy” [39] as a kind of a “driver”
to develop its inherent contingency. Namely, “semiotic learning is different from computa-
tional learning” [34], where the former is positioned as “phenomenological” as opposed
to the “mentalistic” grounding of the latter [34]. This leads to a broader discussion of a
“need for an embodied account of meaning” [34] (on the notion of embodiment, see, for
example, [40]). Looking ahead, this highlights a current state of affairs in approaches to CT
instructional design, which emphasize a “mentalistic” or “computational” type of learning,
while “phenomenological” or “ecological” approaches remain underestimated.

As an example, the meaning of “semiotic scaffolding” can be further discussed. New
possibilities emerge and, as a consequence, new affordances (in a semiotic sense) are
“discovered” through “evolving modes of semiotic engagement” [34] and through the
scaffolding of previous experience. Scaffolded learning thus overcomes its inherent in-
compatibilities by providing directions and introducing a kind of constraint. Here we
are talking about a semiotic focus of instructional design, revealing affordances in the
direction of, for example, semiotics “mappings” as uncovering the transformative and
transductive potential of CT. More generally, this leads to a paradigm shift in goals and
approaches to CT design from a utilitarian-pragmatist focus on means and intentions to
a pragmatist-teleological focus based on Kant’s notion of empirical cognition [41] and its
implications for the development of biosemiotics [42].

2.2. Methodological Considerations

The study itself draws on the following research methodologies: multimodal discourse
analysis (MMDA) and ANT perspectives of design and futures studies. (A) MMDA is
grounded in social semiotics [38], thus maintaining the claim of contingency and providing
a “spot” for a kind of “fieldwork”. CT is a complex phenomenon that integrates human and
non-human entities into one constantly evolving network. Multimodal analysis enables
this complexity to be emphasized, with equal attention paid to all details of its constitu-
tion. (B) ANT perspectives on design [29,43] provide a holistic vision of design practice,
revealing the mediating role of CT in the educational and related environments in which it
is embedded. At the same time, ANT strengthens the conceptual understanding of CT and
its role in the current and future transformations of the highly heterogeneous educational
network in which it is involved. (C) Futures studies perspectives [44] reveal CT in its
development dynamics and highlight CT trends and perspectives. Understanding such
perspectives enables CT teaching methods and principles of instructional design to be
current and relevant in terms of understanding what CT is and what the contours of its
emerging constitution are.

The methodological approach of our research is to uncover the “non-traditional”
aspects of CT, such as the prospects of implementing an ANT-empowered design and
utilizing MMDA perspectives for discourse analysis. At the same time, following the aim
of our study, we consider aspects related to future studies as equally important. To be
practical, we seek invariants of the multi-paradigmatic approach that we declare—namely
semiotics—as the key feature of the approaches presented.

What is semiotics for ANT empowered design? Generally speaking, the semiotic
nature of CT is uncovered in its conceptual-mediating role as a semiotic actor (actant) in the
network it develops and mediates. Concepts such as hidden meanings, agentive features,
scripts, prescription, delegation, mediation, semiotic affordances [29] and non-human and
cognitive artifacts [28,33] are key to uncovering the inherent semiotics features of CT. It is
the uncovering of these semiotic perspectives that provides us with a toolset for the new
approaches to the “phenomenological” design of CT that we seek.

What is semiotics for MMDA? The MMDA semiotics agenda imposes social trans-
formations trough the agentive roles of sign makers, while at the same time implicitly
claiming to be a “flat” ontology [45], which is in line with ANT perspectives. Grounded in
social semiotics [46], which “sees systems of meaning as fluid, contingent and changing in
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relation to context, history and culture”, MMDA seeks “to make conceptual connections
between motivated signs, sign makers, interest and the choice of modal and semiotic re-
sources used in a text” [38]. Starting with an analytical study of the artifact, its constitutive
structure, genre and overall context, one moves on to an analysis of the use of modalities
(considering this as an agentive means), modally related semiotic resources and modal
affordances. Issues of intermodal relations, modal dominance and coherence of multimodal
constitutive structure are important here. One of the most important points is design as
relating to the “micro” level [38]. Therefore, from the design perspective, MMDA and ANT
complement each other, as MMDA focuses on the “internal” and ANT on the “external”
aspects of design.

What is semiotics for futures studies? Considering dialectics as a kind of “framing”
approach, we can be involved in the “dynamic interactions of opposing concepts/systems
through thesis, antithesis and synthesis” [47]. Such (epistemic) controversy of (semi-
otic) concepts (see [39] for science and technology studies-driven discussion on epistemic
controversies or [48] for a driving role of metaphoric “clashes” in modern technology
development) will lead to a “reconstitution” of the CT phenomenon, pushing back from
a dialectic of thesis-antithesis, such as “traditional” and “new” (Denning, 2017 as cited
in [49]), and as a result, by moving through today’s chaos and search for identity and
passing through “the zone of indeterminacy” [47], a newly “synthesized” CT entity will
emerge. There are several key aspects to be highlighted in this respect. First is the notion
of hierarchy [50]. The “battle” of the previously mentioned dialectical contradictions is
actually not a “battle”, it is a kind of “dispute” based on a (temporal) hierarchy, which
should be uncovered through a comprehensive study of the phenomenon itself. A new
essence will (possibly) emerge as a result of hierarchical shifts, forming a new hierarchical
structure. The next is “perception and interpretation” [37], arguing that the process of
interpretation is a matter of the individual. Thus the “struggle” for conceptual universals
or the claim for a “prescriptive” role of science is not the focus. The focus should be done
on “opening up” affordances and providing a scaffolding for the “learning of associations”
(Gibbson, 1966 as cited in [37]).

We make a claim to contingency (on the meaning and discussion of the term “con-
tingency” as applied to philosophy, futures studies, social sciences and semiotics, see, for
example, [51–54]). In the context of this study, the meaning of “contingent” refers to an
understanding of social phenomena as “fluid, contingent and changing in relation to con-
text, history and culture” [38]. This is an important statement, as without true contingency,
there is no possibility of development, as it is contingency that provides unpredictable
possibilities to be discovered. Discovering these possibilities is a key path for the designer,
as any aspiring aims to illuminate the future by embedding such possibilities into the
form and structure of the designed artifact. That is the task of the futures studies—to
assess consequences by identifying alternatives and investigating “events, emerging trends,
images and actions” [44]. We will target that research program, concentrating on the images
and emerging trends that need to be addressed.

3. Materials & Methods

The research is based on a case study devoted to a multimodal analysis of early child
development and education narratives. As narratives, we consider non-academic content
such as publicly available web resources. Discourse analysis, based on a set of method-
ologies, provides an opportunity to identify the inner essence of the CT phenomenon.
Generally speaking, the semantic component of the concept of discourse in relation to the
field of education within the framework of its definitions and academic understanding is
quite vague [55]. This helps to immerse researchers in exploring ontological or epistemo-
logical issues [55] and, on the other hand, expands the potential of futures studies through
such “assets” as “indeterminacies, contingencies and difference[s]” [43].

The perspectives of social semiotics are methodologically based on the following
questions [37]: Who speaks, to whom, when, with what purposes and in what way?
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What are the inherent meanings? What is the impact on the individual and the society?
What are the interests of the text (resource) maker? What are the means and principles
for establishing cohesion and coherence in the community? What is the claim for social
changes? What is the genre and its relation to other genres? What are the relations of power
in social interactions?

Multimodal analysis enables us to study the whole through “micro-observations of
modal features” and “placing an emphasis on social contexts and resources of meaning
making” [38], generating questions about the artifacts under study [38]: How and what
was it created for? How does it relate to connected discourses? Who is the imaginary audi-
ence/reader? What is the intended use of this artifact? What does this artifact communicate
about the “lifeworld” of the imaginary reader? It is important to stress that a fundamental
“premise of multimodal approaches is a concern with the cultural and social resources for
making meaning rather than with the senses” [38].

Futures studies are primarily concerned with analytical reflection on a range of pre-
cisely contingent alternatives and possibilities for development. The challenge here is that
from the position of the “conventionally minded” scholar, it is difficult to understand the
case and discourse of transdisciplinary contingency. Such alternatives then go beyond the
already developed disciplinary ontology, expanding the landscape of disciplinary discourse
with new semantics and interdisciplinary links. The main contribution of our approach
is that we reposition CT from its current understanding as an educational and cognitive
development tool to consider CT as a semiotic resource that mediates sociocultural relations
in a power network. To identify trends in the development of a semiotic phenomenon
such as CT, a tool in a form of matrix of estimates of future directions and trends in the
development of the semiotic phenomenon has been developed (see Figure 1).
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We implement a “method-centric” approach [56], combining qualitative methods
based on social semiotics and multimodal discourse analysis [38,46,57]. In such a research
design, the methodology is isolated from the main study and “appears as the last in the
design sequence” [56] (See Table 1). In fact, this approach could be positioned as a kind
of “methodological ecliptics”, pushing methodology aside at this stage of research and
focusing on combining methods in a systematic way. However, it can itself be positioned
as an emerging methodology, which accounts for the extensive text on methodology placed
in this paper.
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Table 1. Methods: mapping of the semiotic conceptualization of the CT (semiotic triangle matrix) to
the matrix of the phenomenon’s conceptual trends (elaborated by the authors).

“Human” Actors and Related Dimension

“N
on

-h
um

an
”

ac
to

rs
an

d
re

la
te

d
di

m
en

si
on “Traditional” discourse:

institutional regulations,
educational policy guidelines,

expert “opinions”

“Emerging” discourse: new means for
communication, expression, networking,

mediation, production, marketing

“Traditional” discourse: academic
literature, curriculum, instruction

Traditional artefact-oriented
activities, tangible,

understandable environment:
(Non-humans) algorithms,

systems, regulation; (Humans)
experience, confidence, skills

Emerging conceptual-oriented attitudes,
sensitive, socio-cultural environment:

(Non-humans) culture, values, attitudes,
agency; (Humans) conceptual

understanding, interaction, competences

“Emerging” discourse:
non-academic writings,

web-resources, manuals,
descriptions of activities

Emerging expression-oriented
attitudes intangible,
social-environment:

(Non-humans) new forms, design
research; (Humans) links,

networking, communication

Futures symbiosis, contingent,
transcendence [58], metaphorical [48,59],

virtual [60,61] environment:
(Humans-non-humans) emerging

competences, affordances, perception

Futures studies methods: “unravelling” conceptual contradictions, driving controversies, clashes

Multimodal discourse analysis methods: messages, forms of
expression, modes, approaches to design

Concept (expression symbolizes) Actor network theory methods:
tangible/virtual agency,

tangible/virtual mediatorsSemiotics of the CT
phenomenon

Expression (text, other multimodal resources) Social semiotics methods: hidden
meanings, social agency, power Referent (virtual artifact)

The set of multimodal resources for the analysis was generated from a linked set
of web pages promoted under the CT label and positioned as an integrated set of infor-
mational and educational resources developed under the direction of the chosen public
institution [62]. The reason why this content was selected is that, from our perspective,
it provides an illustrative example of a possibly unconscious attempt to utilize the set of
semiotic tools to make CT and its related content “contextualized” by the coherent efforts of
the resource makers. The set encompasses a number of extensively linked resources on CT
definitions, professional development curricula, family literacy, nonformal education and
early development, and includes hypertextual information, video and computer presenta-
tions, webinars, brochures, pamphlets, posters, handouts, press releases and other related
tools. The web resource also provides a link for authorized access to an online collaborative
platform for communities of interests. It also requests feedback om sharing experiences in
CT-related activities in the form of examples and descriptions of initiatives.

The general aim of the analysis is to identify hidden meanings and not explicitly
stated intentions, as well as the agency behind the resources. The procedure of practical
analysis is based on heuristic inquiry [63,64], treating heuristic as a kind of underlying
“methodology” for the method-centered approach previously described. In this sense,
our approach is explicitly interpretivist, focusing on exploring implicit political motives,
searching for embedded political rhetoric and applying a critical stance to the analysis
of discourse, which in practice usually means looking for sales, self- and institutional
marketing and advertising content. At the same time, our analysis focuses on the search
for values, attitudes, agency, actors, hidden political intentions, possible contradictions,
clashes and emerging issues, thus assessing trends and possible consequences.

4. Results: Narrative and Storyline
4.1. Storyline: CT from a Librarian’s Perspective

This case study is based on a discourse analysis of a number of open sources which
contain a multimodal set of resources on the topic of early development and education.
The narrative presented describes the entire CT story related to early literacy and early
childhood education. Motivation is an innovative way of supporting the whole child.
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One of the aims is the professional development of library staff and the target group is
children’s librarians and early childhood educators. The directions of the narratives are:
early childhood development and education, the professional development of library staff,
a repository for sharing experiences and further information on CT and related topics.

Early childhood development and education struggle with the effects of COVID-19.
The proposal is to integrate CT into virtual and non-screen library programs through play-
based methods. The definition of CT is twofold: firstly, CT is positioned as an expressive or
creative process, and secondly, as a tool for the negotiation of a variety of digital and analog
information. The other motivation is that we live in a rapidly changing world; therefore,
we need to educate for some universal skills to cope with the ever-evolving uncertainties.
Sample virtual programs for CT education are presented.

These programs are systemized by CT and listed thematically and institutionally.
Institutions (public libraries) are positioned as providers for early childhood development
solutions and practical services. The method is to adapt face-to-face educational programs
and transfer them into virtual platforms. There are links to video resources developed
(owned) by the participating libraries. Such resources are developed by library staff and
have a link to the institution’s data in the form of its logo and/or website link. Another
type of promoted activity is traditional outdoor activities adapted for CT education. These
are positioned as family activities, while at the same time aiming to develop children’s
creativity and self-confidence. The need for scaffolding for children and families is also
pointed out. This is also aimed at families with limited access to digital information.

A more theoretical introduction includes the motivation to develop essential media
skills using all forms of communication. It is spoken about on the list of twenty-first century
competences for all ages. The role of libraries is in helping families build a foundation
for children to engage in more advanced competences when they grow up. A critical
aspect is that library staff reassert their dedication to equity by making such competences
available to all. The definition of CT focuses on problem solving and describing the
historical development of CT beyond computer science towards a high order thinking
and multidisciplinary mindset. CT is presented in a dynamic way as a growing field that
absorbs other forms of thinking, such as creative thinking.

The problem with CT education, is that there is not yet a common vision for the
scope of CT education. In this regard, CT education requires a certain form of motivation,
encouragement and pedagogical support. One way to provide such support is to develop
appropriate skills and dispositions. It should be noted that, as the narrative suggests, any
skill can be developed independently and without linkage to other skills in the overall
skill set. The overall goal of such education is to engage students in social interaction,
both through the use of modern media and media-supported communication skills and
directly in face-to-face interpersonal interaction. This is accomplished through the directed
development of soft skills as well as universal competencies such as planning and advanced
communication skills. The narrative introduces the concept of a highly connected world
and implicitly introduces the concept of CT as a mediator between the various disciplines
of the curriculum. The motivation is also to prepare students for life and careers in
this technology-rich, highly connected world through the acquisition of universal skills
and competences.

From a pedagogical perspective, CT education is positioned as supported from infancy
onwards. It is argued that CT is partially a kind of an inherent competence and the educator’s
goal is to unlock this potential. Another claim is that CT education supports general
learning as it is positioned as the foundation of multiple development domains. As an example,
CT is positioned as an “umbrella” or “magic wand” approach to learning, cognition and
language and literacy, which encompasses the teaching for almost all known developmental
skills and competencies. It is argued that there is a need to add a layer of intentionality in
supporting computational thinking. Another direction is the professional development of
teachers and educating parents on the principles of CT education.
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Looking at the issue of educational equity from a critical perspective, the problem of
engaging underrepresented groups is addressed by locating the public library as a unique
extracurricular environment, positioned as a highly competent complement to formal
and home education. Such “advanced” competencies of libraries include CT educational
competencies aimed directly at learning as well as engaging families and communities
in CT-related educational and extracurricular activities. The narrative provides concrete
examples of educational and developmental programs for children of different ages.

4.2. Uncovering CT from the Social Semiotic Perspectives

The resource focuses on engaging families in early development activities. Libraries
and staff are positioned as professionals in early literacy and a holistic approach to early
development. The motivation is that today’s evolving digital realm requires new and
specific approaches to education, and CT may serve as an appropriate solution. The
resource consists of texts, visual (pictures), video and statements for interactive feedback.
Focus groups are librarians targeting professional development, families and communities
of interest.

The message is: promote libraries as institutions and particular libraries as providers
of (a) innovative solutions for early development, (b) innovative educational solutions to
prepare for future schooling, including new requirements such as STEM preparation and ed-
ucation for creativity, (c) solutions for community engagement, including underrepresented
minorities and (d) solutions for the professional development of library professionals.

The resource tries to maximize the impact on individuals and community by: (a) expanding
focus groups to include children of different ages, librarians, teachers, families, local
communities and minorities; (b) promoting libraries as competent providers of non-formal
and informal educational solutions and engaging families in early childhood development;
(c) promoting libraries as advocates for the engagement of underrepresented communities
in early education and development; (d) developing a range of multimodal educational
and informational content and (e) promoting community networks through involvement
into discussions and feedback.

The interests of the resource maker are as follows: (a) to expand the audience of library
attendance by promoting innovative ways of early childhood development and education;
(b) to promote certain libraries as leaders in innovation; (c) to promote certain leading
professionals and (d) to build the image of libraries as democratic institutions by declaring
attempts to promote educational efforts of under-represented communities.

All of the above are linked to the following demands for the social change: (a) early
childhood development and education engage children in modern competences such
as digital literacy, creativity and STEM; (b) the active involvement of families in early
childhood development and education aims to involve families more in their children’s
upbringing in order to develop a holistic personality with greater commitment to human
and democratic values; (c) community involvement aims to develop family networking in
child development in order to strengthen (local) communities by motivating information ex-
change, feedbacks and discussion and (d) promoting the involvement of under-represented
communities, thereby increasing literacy and welfare.

The balance of power in social interaction aims to (a) promote professional de-
velopment through the uptake of innovative development content and methodology;
(b) emphasize the need for CT in early literacy as a prerequisite for continued success, as
traditional literacy skills alone may be not sufficient to solve twenty-first-century challenges; (c) set
the direction for online education, promoting CT as an important educational method-
ology that is especially relevant for engagement and motivation during COVID-19 and
(d) promote the participation of libraries in the association as an institution responsible for
the accumulation of knowledge and advanced professional competences.

The storyline of this narrative could be entitled “innovative approaches to early
literacy”. The relation to other plots can be found in the following dimensions: (a) CT for
the continuous development of the whole child, starting at an early age and throughout
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primary and school education (“CT for school education”); (b) as a “starting point” for
CT for STEM and professional development (“CT for STEM”); (c) as a practical example
of innovative content for professional development for educators (“CT for professional
development”) and (d) as an innovative approach to digital competence acquisition for all,
starting in early childhood (“CT as a competence for all”). Considering the wider landscape,
the semiotic nature can be further represented by a kind of a “meta” semiotic triangle [26]
revealing the latent concepts symbolized by CT (see Table 2). It is such variations that
provide the terrain for the future development of the CT phenomenon.

Table 2. A landscape of semiotic triangles for CT conceptualization (elaborated by the authors).

Expression (Text, Other
Multimodal Resources) Concept (Expression Symbolizes) Referent (Virtual Artifact)

“Original” CT definitions—“think like a
computer scientist”, instructions, ready-made

descriptions, specific set of examples
Mental enhancer CT as a cognitive artifact

CT Pamphlets, sales and advertising links
related to CT Sales driver CT as a sales tool (of

educational materials)

Specific official provisions on CT education
policy, specific official provisions on CT training,

academic writings and ”expertise” on
early/professional development, CT competence

framework, Education 4.0 framework

Promoter of outstanding
professional competences

CT as a framework for
professional competences

Specific learning resources (text, videos, play
sets, descriptions of practical activities)

Developer of outstanding
“public” competences

CT as a framework for
digital competences

Names of institutions and institution contacts,
links to associations, links to affiliated CT
“experts”, links to institution resources

Promoter of outstanding
affiliated organizations CT as an institutional marketing tool

5. Findings and Discussion
5.1. On the Conceptualization of CT Design in Terms of Sociosemantics

Considering CT as a complex semiotic resource, we could first focus on issues related
to multimodality. This includes designs, hidden meanings, means and corresponding
modes. At the same time, from the perspectives of social semiotics, it is “interested in how
modes change as power shifts at the interpersonal, institutional and societal levels“ [38]. For
example, by observing the internal structure of a CT-related artifact such as a multimodal
web resource, the human actor engages in interaction with a number of modes such
as textual (rhetorical, explanatory/instructive, academic/professional, hypertext/links,
educational), visual (graphic—pictures, diagrams, videos), bodily/gestures (play activities,
physical outdoor activities), programming (software interfaces, coding activities) and
virtual (networking, virtual activities). As can be seen from the presented case, the artifact
designer provides a number of features enabling a focus on semiotics when studying it.
Even if the primary aim is to position it as an informative resource in early development
and education, it can in fact be seen in terms of multimodal (social) semiotics as a set of
means for power relations and social interaction with a wide group of actors.

The traditional text mode is a distinctive feature of educational information transfer, as
it is associated with a teacher-centered approach to knowledge transmission. The internet
translates it into a hypertextual document including links to visual and other modes.
How does this relate to CT? Firstly, CT can be seen as a political agency for a kind of
political influence on family institutions in order to engage “unpaid” resources in a form of
personal efforts in a “project” of public participation in activities designated as “twenty-
first-century competences”. Typically, such competences are mystified into some abstract
and vague concepts such as “essential media literacy skills”, etc. It seems that abstract
“socio-technical” slogans such as it is crucial for everyone to thrive as a twenty-first century
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citizen will not produce the expected response from the public. The observed solution is to
move from a kind of political “entreaty” to a set of mandatory precepts, turning them into
compulsory requirements for “successful” schooling.

The word “computational” provides a semantic bridge to a chain of meanings related
to technology and politics: “digital”, “technology”, “qualification”, “better job”, “prosper-
ity” and “better life”. And, accordingly, the word “thinking” provides a semantic bridge
to the chaining of meanings related to cognition, cognitive development and education:
“understanding”, “abilities”, “development”, “the whole child” and “creativity”. These
provide a conceptual shift from a textual-based educational and academic focus to a refined
multimodal focus of political rhetoric. A kind of a contradiction is observed. It is “declared”
as a kind of a solution for under-represented groups, since no comprehensive prerequisites
are required for participation. At the same time, it is supported by a range of paid support
materials and services, which a certain number of higher-income families can afford. From
this perspective, CT transduces traditional forms related to politically neutral academic
knowledge into a “subtler” form of power relations in the form of “specifically structured”
compulsory activities provided by public institutions such as public libraries.

When analyzing the rhetoric of the resource creator, one can notice an unconscious
attempt to shift the focus away from the use of the “pamphlet approach” (PA) [65]. In
general, pamphlets and brochures are widely used in traditional marketing [66]. Despite
the penetration of digital forms, the essence remains the same: an emphasis on deperson-
alization and mass rhetoric aimed at promoting and marketing the resource institution
and a range of free and paid educational resources. This is usually based on the use of
certain “marketing stamps” under the label of CT, e.g., literacy and learning for life begin with
talking, reading, playing, singing, & writing together! Want to know more about supporting CT
skills? It is worth noting that this approach is not limited to printed “tangible” information
and can be expanded to virtual resources focused on providing “issue-specific information
on a single piece of paper or website” [65]. A key concept describing this approach is the
self-responsibility of community members for “reaching and following through outside
services” [65]. However, unlike a highly systematized field such as medicine, education
based on library involvement is potentially more personalized and tailored to personal
contact between learners and educators. Despite this, PA dominates as a strategy in the
design of CT resources, although the claim that it is effective is questionable. The main
disadvantage, from our point of view, is that instead of looking for points of contact and
interest directly with community members, the emphasis is on service provision, thus
shifting from education of CT affordances and nurturing of semiotic competences to a
centralized education focused on teachers and power relations.

While the formally stated intention is to provide information, in reality it is focused on
establishing and maintaining power relationships, as discussed previously. There is a clear
reference to the library as a provider of expertise in CT. The statement—Want to know more
about supporting CT skills with children and teens? Contact the library—is supported by links to
eight paid resources and other references to the provider of expertise in a two-page small
format brochure (see Figure 2). Another example is designed in a similar style. Based on a
number of formal definitions of CT, which actually have a blurred meaning for the public
to whom the presented pamphlets are addressed, there are numerous links to external
educational resources (see Figure 3). We counted thirteen references to external resources
on one page. The same style is maintained in the design of CT’s auxiliary web resources.
They are based on a mixture of academic texts, “blurred” CT definitions and links to CT
educational resources, links to promotional activities of “experts” positioned as innovative
service providers and links to free and paid services.
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5.2. The Design of CT in Terms of Its Agentive Features

When considering CT as a social phenomenon, the following question arises—how
should its entities be designed? Such an entity is a multimodal resource, directed, as seen in
the case study presented, at the interconnection of sociotechnical, political and promotional
issues. Hence its presentational form as a combination of rhetorical strategies aimed
at promoting political declarations, supporting educational techniques and marketing

https://www.ala.org/pla/initiatives/familyengagement/compthinking
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activities. At the same time, as can be seen, the institution of CT is in a period of maturation
aimed at recognizing its semiotic nature and growing away from a “naïve” understanding
of its role and context of application. As is natural for political institutions, it is underpinned
by a kind of ideology of promoting “values”, based on existing or newly created media
and oriented towards some existing or prospective community at which rhetorical activity
is directed (see Table 3), representing a kind of matrix of CT development trends in relation
to uncovering its inherent critical scripting features.

Table 3. The CT “scripting” landscape (elaborated by the authors).

M
ed

ia
di

m
en

si
on

CT in the development of its “scripting” landscape
Existing focus groups:

Schools, academics, community for
programming/coding education

“Emerging” focus groups:
Families and associated

communities, minority and
under-represented groups,
educational policy makers,

industry, business and
education entrepreneurs

“Emerging” media and
communicative tools:

Narratives and social
networks, marketing and

promotional resources,
commercial and
sales resources

“Updated” CT as a set of activities
to develop advanced competences:
CT for STEM, Makers movement,

CT-related contests, Visual
programming activities

Towards the “new” rhetoric of CT
(CT as a must for thriving society):
early development and education,

family literacy, promotion of
democratic values

Already presented media
and communicative tools:

Academic papers and
popular journal articles,
informative web pages

Promoting “classical” definitions
of CT: CT for

programming/coding and specific
competences related to CT

“Expanding” CT definitions: CT for
all, CT for 21-st century competences

Rhetorical dimension

When considering CT from an unbiased phenomenological perspective, we observe
a tendency to design virtual CT entities (e.g., virtual environments dedicated to CT) by
positioning CT as a (meta-) semiotic transducer of “mediated” knowledge into the first-hand
knowledge and cultural meanings (explicit social dimension) into socio (-cultural) factors
(implicit social dimension) (see Table 4), providing a kind of matrix of CT “development”
trends in relation to its inherent transducing capabilities.

Table 4. CT trends as a semiotic transducer (elaborated by the authors).

C
og

ni
ti

ve
di

m
en

si
on

CT as a semiotic transducer
Social environment:

communities, values, attitudes,
agency, networking

Sociocultural environment:
traditions, ethnography, aesthetics, nature,

ecological perception

First-hand knowledge:
knowledge gained through perception

Emulation, bricolage, interpretation,
conceptual understanding:

informal education, master classes, “summer”
schools, developmental programs (libraries,

museums), workshops

Semiotic competences, perception of CT
affordances: emerging educational

environments [67], social
entrepreneurship [68], digital

entrepreneurship [69], social work

Mediated knowledge:
knowledge gained through interaction

Traditional schooling, formal education,
compulsory curriculum

Maker culture [70], professional networks:
maker places, contests, STEM

environments, webinars, internships

Sociocultural dimension

By examining CT from a critical perspective, the trend towards further development of
its inherently sociogenic features can be considered. This can be represented by integrating
aspects of educational methodology and educational policy. The trend is to use the inherent
characteristics of CT to further strengthen power relations and promote political goals,
seeing CT as a tool to promote “political” and “business” values. This opens the way to
considering the development of CT as a specific “anthropogenic” and sociogenic mediator
(see Table 5).
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Table 5. Steps towards unravelling CT as a sociogenic mediator (elaborated by the authors).

M
et

ho
do

lo
gy

D
im

en
si

on

CT in the development of its
sociogenic features

Educational environment: formal (schools)
and semi-formal (libraries, after school

activities) education

Political environment: formal instructions,
directions given, policies, political goals

CT as an agentive means:
focusing on developing new and

maintaining the integrity of
existing power relations

Positioning CT as a kind of “anthropogenic”
mediator: focusing on developing a set of a
mandatory competences (“thinking like a

computer scientist”, advanced digital
competences, CT for all) for the 21-st century
learner; focusing on development of specific,

e.g., “digital” competences

Further revealing CT as a suicidogenic
mediator: focus on power relations;

positioning “responsible” institutions as
“experts” in innovative approaches in

education; instruction is aimed at introducing
a range of formally recognized, mandatory

activities; focus on educators and their
professional development

CT as an aim: focusing on
“definitive” features of CT

Positioning CT as an educational
aim—focusing on development of CT skills

and general competences: school as the
modern environment for CT education; family
as the responsible unit (transfers on-the-shelf

educational solutions to the child “as a
whole”); preparing for schooling; focus on

cognitive development

Integrated approaches focused on establishing
(maintaining) power relations (mandatory

activity for): the underrepresented community
for social inclusion; the “modern” educator

(“digital” certification); “responsible” parents
(commercial resource kit for the

“computational thinker”); focus on social and
personal development

Policy dimension

5.3. Towards a “Semiotic” CT Curriculum

The next aspect to be discussed relates to the notion of perceived CT affordances.
This is a rather challenging question: is it possible to perceive CT affordances (if any),
and how does this sound in practice? When we talk about affordances, we are usually
referring to (tangible) objects. However, in the case of CT, we are faced with a complex
phenomenon based on cultural, social, technical and political discourses. In this case, the
meaning of affordances is more complex and includes various interdisciplinary aspects
(see, e.g., [71]). The perception of CT affordances enables the transition to a meta-level
that explicitly highlights the socio-cultural aspects of the CT semiotic competences in the
resources being designed. In this respect, for example, technical competences (e.g., mathe-
matical or coding abilities to be developed) can be understood as a consequence (or subset)
of the development of (extended) semiotic competences (see, for example, [34] for the
meaning and discussion of “semiotic competences”) mediated by the transductive nature
of a virtual phenomenon such as CT. As a consequence, we can formulate the following
recommendations for an activity to design an appropriate educational environment that
considers the transformative nature of CT (in terms of affordances) and focuses on an
extended teaching (training) program to develop CT in terms of semiotic competences.
It can be based on existing infrastructure such as museums and libraries or on emerging
infrastructure such as STEM centers or Maker networks and maker places, and should aim
at further developing relevant educational activities and supportive infrastructure. This
goes beyond traditional teacher-student relationships to include an extended environment
based on engaged communities and socio-cultural initiatives.

As an illustration, the earlier presented examples of play activities can be examined.
Manipulations or “actions” with “objects” or toys are positioned based on discrete parameters
like, color, shape, size, function, etc. Another area of activities is bodily activities, which
include dancing and singing, although it is positioned as a motivation-supported activity
and is not directly related to pedagogical goals. Looking at these CT-related activities
from a pedagogical point of view, the description states that the aim of education is the
acquisition of CT skills. It is worth noting that there is an attempt to move from the
explicitly declared “traditional” pedagogical skills related to CT to “new” skills such as
those related to general CT “competences”. Another point worth mentioning concerns
the declaration of the purpose of cognitive development, describing its ultimate goal as
growing a computational thinker. There is no clear definition of what a computational thinker
is; however, there is an implicit definition of a computational thinker as someone with
CT competences. At the same time, a linear model is declared; i.e., we can call a person
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with partial competences an emerging computational thinker. This illustrates that when
considering CT as an end (as opposed to considering it as a means), the emphasis is placed
on instructional design to create conditions and support for learner-centered activities
aimed at building CT competences. One such approach is to integrate educational tools
into educational activities aimed at CT.

On the contrary, when considering CT as a means, the design activity should focus on
creating the conditions for the process of scaffolding the learner’s semiotic competences,
such as discovering the affordances mediated by CT. In this case, it is a matter of implicitly
and explicitly stating the spectrum of affordances in order to develop an instructional
design to scaffold the process of perception of the affordances in the learning process. The
paradigm shift is from understanding to perception, from the separation of cultural and
social to an integrated phenomenological one. Any activity must be directed towards
the realization of (perceptive) affordances that the semiotic phenomenon represents. The
meaning of “affordances” is controversial and needs some clarification. It is not equal to
the meaning (even implicitly) of “possibilities”. Affordances are “perceived possibilities”
mediated by a role of the signifying phenomenon (in our case, CT is seen as a multimodal
artifact). This conditions the shift to sociocultural dependence of “resources” as “an
attempt to better engage with the direct perception of the human environment in all its
messy cultural and social complexity” [37].

It is important to note that the described (perceived) affordances are “conceptual”
features of the objects, phenomena and events being studied, so the task of the instructional
designer is not to provide instructional support and materials for learning CT definitions
and acquiring CT “competences”, but rather to provide instructional support and materials
for scaffolding the perception of CT affordances (as a semiotic resource) that it mediates.
To summarize, the process of CT-empowered instructional design is based on the following
considerations: (a) CT is seen as a referent (an artifact with multimodal—textual, visual,
bodily, virtual, etc.—forms of its representation); (b) CT (as a semiotic phenomenon) serves
as a mediator (a sign) enabling the perception of inherent affordances based on a (c) refer-
ence (considered as a concept, a hidden meaning opposite to the “referent”—the real object
to which the sign points [37]) and (d) providing a learning path through the perception of
CT affordances to the cognitive development of the learner (via instructional scaffolding).

5.4. Additional Issues

The following questions should be discussed in relation to future studies: What is
the (agentive) attitude to the concept “perception of reality” [48] and how does this affect
aspects of educational design? This is important as it reveals the inherent issues of (a) the
agency of meaning makers and (b) highlights aspects inherent in the semiotics realm. CT
as an entity claims to be multimodal and virtual, making the underlying semiotic realm
arguably transcendental [72] and immersed in the implicit cognitive intentions of the
agentic meaning-maker. Such transcendental issues may be responsible for shaping the
contingent realm of possible worlds of the transcendental future [58]. Moreover, we could
continue the process of unravelling the ways and means of transferring “from empirical
reality towards the transcendences”, [58] uncovering the metaphoric nature of the semiotic
realm of the CT phenomenon.

The limitations of the study include the following issues. First, a focus on a single
case can possibly narrow the discursive landscape and prospects for generalizations. To
overcome this limitation, we focused on the set of interlinked resources accessible through
the main webpage. This yielded an extensive, unstructured set of multimodal resources
related to the topic under study. Further, we focused on a single-country case, which could
provide country-specific insights based on its historical and cultural perspectives related
to the topic under study. This limitation can be planned to be overcome through further
comparative research by including other countries in the data set.

The development of CT educational methodology in the narrative described is based
on a positivist perception of reality as being grounded in some invariants and universals
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that shape the phenomenon under study. The author’s aim is to uncover the structure of a
set of such universals with the intention of developing an innovative educational methodol-
ogy, for example, to support the whole child. This assumes the common good of computational
intelligence, seeing it as a resource that reveals the ontological structure of the immanent
semiotic realm. At the same time, however, this assumes methodological universals that
allow educators to challenge themselves to think differently and to develop innovative method-
ological approaches oriented to universal values in early childhood development. This
provides an example of the controversy between the positivist and pragmatist [73] realms
in education, providing a practical example of the concept of metaphorical “clash” [48] as a
driver of the conceptual and phenomenological development of CT. At the same time, it
gives us an example of applying semiotic means in development towards transcendences
by “packaging” explicitly accessible discursive universalities of CT, such as decomposition,
pattern recognition, abstraction and algorithmic design, into its transcendental counterpart
in the form of the described cognitive challenges for educational staff.

6. Conclusions

The study focuses on trends in CT as a multimodal phenomenon. The approach is to
reflect analytically on the “hidden” meanings or implicit aspirations that see CT as a vehicle
for social transformations and the strengthening and maintenance of power relations. The
presented case study provides a clear example of the phenomenon of CT and the design
and utilization of its entities in early development and education practice. At the same
time, the focus of the study is on the dynamics of CT and is linked to cultural and social
dimensions that position CT as a means for socio-cultural transformations. It is the semiotic
focus that allows us to highlight the multimodal features of CT and emphasize the impact
on the social and power relations it mediates.

6.1. CT and Institutional Conceptualization

The following research questions were formulated: what are the main aspects of CT in
terms of (R1) its institutional conceptualization and (R2) its development trends? When
answering the research questions, the presented case study was analyzed in terms of social
semiotics. The case study positions CT and its corresponding educational activities as a
prerequisite for success in schooling and further professional achievements. Despite the fact
that the resource is extensively supported by multimedia, making it more acceptable to fam-
ilies and the general public, it includes some academic-style texts in order to highlight the
level of competence of the resource creator. Regarding conceptualization, a kind of “meta”
semiotic triangle was identified, defining a number of emerging CT conceptualizations,
such as CT as a “mental enhancer”, “sales driver”, “promoter of outstanding professional
competences”, “developer of outstanding ‘public’ competences” and ”promoter of out-
standing affiliated organizations”. Although the resource is positioned as educational,
it is actually aimed to strengthen the position of the resource maker (the association of
public institutions—public libraries) in maintaining and establishing power relationships
with subordinate institutions as well as with local communities and families involved in
early childhood education and early development. In essence, this is aimed at marketing
purposes as fulfilling the responsibilities and obligations of resource makers to sate funded
institutions. CT as a semiotic resource enables, through its complex structure and multi-
modal nature, the conceptualization of signifying content focused on social change through
systematic engagement with the concept of family literacy. The identification of this “hid-
den” semiotic agenda provides insights into further power-building and policy-oriented
action mediated by CT.

6.2. CT and Development Trends

Regarding development trends, the study presents CT phenomenological trends in the
form of three trend matrixes. The first focuses on unravelling the “scripting” landscape of
CT. We can conclude that the trend of CT development is towards unraveling its inherent
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scripting features on the basis of emerging media and focus groups that CT rhetoric is aimed
at. Starting from “classical” media such as academic papers, journal articles and web pages
as “embedding” media to introduce “traditional” CT rhetoric based on CT definitions
related to coding and programming style competences, it evolves into a broad set of
narratives and networked media for “updated” CT as a network-based set of activities for
“advanced” competences. Regarding focus groups, there is a clear development trend from
schools and academia to the involvement of associated and under-represented communities
and stakeholders by positioning CT as a policy tool.

The next trend we can conclude is the development of CT in the direction of further
revealing its inherent nature as a semiotic transducer. In the cognitive dimension, starting
from a focus on “embedded” socially interactive knowledge gained in a form of traditional
schooling, there is a tendency to move towards first-hand knowledge gained through
non-formal education and early development activities. In the other, sociocultural dimen-
sion, we consider a development trend moving from interaction with an explicit social
environment embedded into formal or non-formal educational settings to a socio-cultural
environment based on close interaction and socio-cultural integration and supported by
advanced semiotic competences mediated by CT.

Another trend we observed relates to the revelation of the inherent features of CT, such
as a sociogenic mediator. Starting from a “traditional” view of CT as a set of competences
and a goal of educational activities embedded into traditional and advanced educational
environments, such as school or family education, it evolves into a set of mandatory
competences explicitly presented and promoted by the CT curriculum. CT contributes to
the acquisition of specific knowledge and defined competences and reveals its role as a
kind of “anthropogenic” mediator. Educational methodology is being transformed from
viewing CT as an educational goal, focusing on its definitions, to utilizing CT as a means to
develop the learner’s digital competences. In the political dimension, there is a tendency to
reveal the sociogenic role of CT in the form of establishing and maintaining power relations
and promoting certain political values through the introduction of mandatory requirements
and a set of formally recognized competences.

6.3. Further Work and Concluding Remarks

By further analyzing CT in terms of semiotics, we can notice an inherent conceptual
controversy, which can be seen as an internal driving force supported by the multimodality
of CT representational entities and its phenomenological development (see, for exam-
ple, [39,48] for illustrations of controversies and clashes as driving forces for the develop-
ment of various phenomena). The process of semiosis, namely “the active, ontological
process of the discovery of meaning in and as existence-as-process” [74] (in relation to CT)
should be further developed as future research. This refers to both to practical and method-
ological issues. For example, what is the conceptual representation for the dimensions of
CT semiosis? And from the pragmatist stance: what are the possibilities for the further
development of the CT phenomenon in terms of manifesting its semiotics affordances?

This study continues the authors’ efforts to present a new vision of CT education,
focusing on a conceptual understanding of the sociotechnical transformations it mediates.
It can be considered as the next step toward a more comprehensive semiotic understanding
of CT as it applies to early childhood education and development, as well as to the continu-
ation of the authors’ earlier work on the subject. Whereas the authors’ previous work on the
subject [75] focuses on the “whole” landscape of CT, this research, on the contrary, following
the tradition of semiotics, focuses on a kind of a “micro level”, providing an examination of
one particular case and extending it with a kind of subsequent generalization as related to
CT and its conceptual and phenomenological understanding.

As mentioned earlier, this study also attempts to unravel the power networks and “hid-
den” political rhetoric set against the background of the educational context of CT. Overall,
the problems raised in this study can be generalized to a broader context of educational
politics and issues of power related to, perhaps unconsciously, hidden attempts to establish
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a power network based on a kind of outstanding expertise requiring modern knowledge.
As a result, one is confronted with the emergence of a post-industrial technocracy [76],
leading to a division of society into a technocratic elite and a subordinated public. The
consequence of this is a conceptual shift in the positioning of what used to be considered
purely technical as a kind of means to reestablish power relations and, as a consequence, to
increase political influence. This study provides a practical example of such an emerging
issue, presents a “cross-section” of its transformative practice and identifies directions for
its further conceptual development.
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